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FOREWORD

Procedural fairness is the cornerstone of a criminal justice system that supports the guarantees of our legal system—innocent until proven guilty. Since the first bail reform experiment in the 1960’s, jurisdictions have struggled to identify how to accurately predict who is likely to appear in court and remain law-abiding if released pending trial. Good public safety practice and sound fiscal management of local resources, like jails and courts, suggests the need for a renewed approach to decision making at pretrial.

Modern data management has shown that validated pretrial risk assessments are within the reach of every community and evidence-based tools that inform the pretrial release decision produce better outcomes than by relying on a standard bond schedule.

The Bureau of Justice Assistance is committed to assisting local jurisdictions as they strive to meet national, evidence-based standards on pretrial release. As part of this commitment, the Bureau convened leading researchers and professionals in the field of pretrial justice to discuss the efficacy and implementation of pretrial risk assessment. The purpose of the meeting was to determine how best to successfully assist local systems in the development and use of an evidence-based approach to pretrial justice. This document raises many questions and issues worthy of further investigation and study, but it also demystifies much of the misunderstandings involved in the development and application of these useful tools.

Our thanks to the Pretrial Justice Institute for organizing the meeting and continually supporting the use of validated pretrial risk assessments in every jurisdiction and the National Institute of Justice for its participation in this meeting.

James H. Burch, II
Acting Director
Bureau of Justice Assistance
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INTRODUCTION

The most important decision that is made with respect to a newly arrested defendant is whether to release that defendant into the community while awaiting trial; getting that decision right is critically important for both the defendant and the community at-large. In June 2010, the Pretrial Justice Institute (PJI) and the Office of Justice Programs’ Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) convened a meeting of researchers and practitioners to discuss the current state of the science and practice of pretrial justice. This document summarizes the key points that came out of that discussion and what leaders in the field identified as significant next steps in advancing the administration of pretrial justice, ensuring efficient and effective release and detention decisions for pretrial defendants, managing defendant risk through appropriate and specific conditions of release, and balancing the rights of defendants with community safety.

This publication is designed for a wide-ranging audience of criminal justice stakeholders who have questions about pretrial risk assessment and its value to the pretrial justice process. The first section of this publication provides a brief review of the history and current state of pretrial justice. The second section looks at critical issues related to pretrial release, detention, and risk assessment. The third section discusses challenges to implementing evidence-based1 risk assessment and threats to reliable administration, including time constraints and practicality of the risk assessment instrument, money bail schedules, local capacity, subjective risk assessment, and court culture and judicial behavior. The fourth section of the document outlines methodological challenges associated with the prediction of risk. The final section provides recommendations for research and practice. We discuss high priority research activities, the potential for a universal risk assessment instrument, and the need for training and technical assistance.

1 There are many types of “evidence.” In this document, the use of the term “evidence-based” as it relates to pretrial release decision-making, risk assessment, and development of effective pretrial supervision and conditions of release refers to efforts that are guided by empirical knowledge, are tested empirically, and are adjusted as necessary using rigorous social science methods.
The growth and development of pretrial justice in the United States is a story of philosophical debates, practical challenges, a developing portfolio of research, and evolving national standards. There are several publications that go into great detail about the historical and legal foundations of pretrial justice and the current practices being implemented across the country. This section will set the stage for the rest of the document, providing a brief review of the history and current state of pretrial justice.

Pretrial Justice Defined

When a person is arrested, the decision to release or detain him or her pending trial is a critical step in the justice process. The judicial officer (e.g., judge, magistrate, commissioner, or hearing officer) must decide whether to release the defendant on personal recognizance or unsecured appearance bond, release the defendant on a condition or combination of conditions, or detain the defendant for a temporary or extended period of time. Pretrial justice policies and practices exist to provide due process to the accused, eliminate inappropriate detention, and maintain community safety.

Effectively balancing the presumption of innocence, the assignment of the least restrictive intervention for defendants, and the need to ensure community safety while minimizing defendant pretrial misconduct is the challenge afforded pretrial justice. Whether this balance is reached and how pretrial justice is administered has significant ramifications for both the defendant and the community. For the community at-large, the pretrial decision affects how limited jail space is allocated and how the risks of non-appearance and pretrial crime by released defendants are managed. The pretrial decision also affects defendants’ abilities to assert their innocence, negotiate a disposition, and mitigate the severity of a sentence.

Pretrial services programs, the first of which was established in 1961, provide initial assessments of the defendant to the judicial officer; consider and, where appropriate, recommend alternative placements of the defendant; and supervise the defendant upon release. Pretrial services programs operate within a context that includes a variety of participants including law enforcement personnel, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judicial officers. The roles, responsibilities, and activities of these programs may vary depending on their legal authority, jurisdictional resources, geographic location, case volume, and local legal culture.

---

2 See Federal Probation Journal (September 2007) Volume 71, Number 2, Special Issue on the 25th Anniversary of Pretrial Services in the Federal System. See also the Pretrial Justice Institute’s webpage on the history of bail (http://www.pretrial.org/Pages/History-of-Bail.aspx) and the Pretrial Justice Institute’s Survey of Pretrial Programs (2009).


4 The Vera Institute of Justice’s Manhattan Bail Project, established in 1961, was designed to provide an alternative to the money bail system and marked the beginning of pretrial services programs.

Pretrial Justice—The honoring of the presumption of innocence, the right to bail that is not excessive, and all other legal and constitutional rights afforded to accused persons awaiting trial while balancing these individual rights with the need to protect the community, maintain the integrity of the judicial process, and assure court appearance.\(^6\)

**The Purpose of Bail**

The purpose of bail, according to the American Bar Association (ABA), is to provide due process to the accused; ensure the defendant’s appearance at all hearings before the court; and protect victims, witnesses, and the community from threats, danger, and interference.

Bail refers to the money or bond put up to secure the release of a person who has been charged with a crime. Bail is part of a larger process in which a defendant is taken into custody by law enforcement, is issued a summons or transported to the local detention facility, is assessed for his risk of failure to appear in court and committing additional crimes, appears before a judicial officer, is given or denied a bail bond with or without specific conditions, and is detained in jail or released into the community until the disposition of his case.\(^7\) Judges have a set of bail conditions available to them, including release on recognizance, release via financial conditions, release to community supervision, or detention without bail.

The Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution provides that “excessive bail shall not be required.” It does not, however, explicitly state the purposes of bail or the rights of defendants at bail. The early advocates of bail reform purported that the constitutional prohibition of excessive bail could stem only from a presumption favoring the release of defendants before trial, derived from the presumption of innocence.\(^8\) The U.S. Supreme Court has since defined the purpose of bail as assuring the appearance of the accused at trial and sentencing (Stack v. Boyle, 1952). In 1984, Congress added another purpose—to reasonably assure the safety of any other person and the community.\(^9\)

The definition of bond or bail bond, on the other hand, is the agreement between the defendant and the court, or between the defendant, the surety (or bondsman), and the court, originally designed primarily to assure the defendant’s appearance in court and more appropriately expanded to include public safety protections.\(^10\) The terms bail and bond are used interchangeably in public discourse, but they are not legal synonyms. With bond, a person arrested for a criminal offense is released from police or court custody pending trial. As a condition of release, the defendant promises to appear in court for all scheduled criminal proceedings. If the defendant fails to appear in court as scheduled, he or she will be subject to

---


immediate arrest, and any bond amount paid may be forfeited. If the defendant is unable to get access to the money needed to pay the bond, he or she remains in jail until the case is adjudicated.

In most jurisdictions, commercial surety agents (bail bondsmen), are available to defendants should the court set a surety bond. In this scenario, defendants may pay a non-refundable fee to the bondsmen (usually 10 to 15 percent of the bond amount set by the court) and the bondsmen make a promise to the court that the defendant will make all court appearances. The bondsmen do not actually provide any money up front to the court; a bond will be ordered forfeit only if the defendant fails to appear and is not returned to the court within a statutory grace period (typically 90 days or more).

Criticisms of the American bail system abound and have fueled reform efforts over the past five decades. In response to the criticism that money bail is ineffective at distinguishing between dangerous and non-dangerous defendants, laws were changed providing judges with a list of alternatives that take into account the circumstances and characteristics of each arrestee, rather than simply their ability to pay.11 “Preventing danger to the community” became a “legitimate regulatory goal.”12

Research has suggested that bail decisions have often been made arbitrarily and that little information other than previous criminal history and current charges has been provided to judicial officers to help in their determining appropriate bond amounts and bail conditions.13 Objective research-based tools have been and continue to be developed that assess the defendant’s flight risk, as well as their likelihood of danger to the community, in an effort to present impartial information to judges. With the availability of such tools, judges are better equipped to assign more rational conditions of release or detention.

**Standards of Practice and the Reality of Practice**

The ABA Standards on Pretrial Release present policies favoring release of defendants under the least restrictive conditions pending adjudication, recommend the abolishment of compensated sureties for release (i.e., bail bondsmen), and advocate for the establishment of a comprehensive pretrial release services agency with adequate resources. The National Association of Pretrial Services Agencies also has Standards for Pretrial Release that provide implementation guidance for the ABA standards.14 For the purposes of this document, we will focus on the ABA standards. Both sets provide specific information on effective and high functioning pretrial justice systems, and provide guidance on how to maintain policies, practices, and quality control measures that ensure adherence to these standards.

---

While the most recent versions of the ABA standards were introduced in 2002, findings from a 2009 survey of officials in the 150 most populous counties in the country suggest that the standards of the ABA have not yet led to standardized practices. Qualitative reports from practitioners within the field suggest that the standards, while excellent, are generally unknown to the judiciary, defense attorneys and prosecutors, and that little has been done to effectively promulgate these important and useful guidelines.

Research Highlights in the Area of Pretrial Justice

Improving bail administration and pretrial decision-making are topics that have, beginning in the early 1950s, been consistently represented in the academic literature. Research on pretrial risk assessment, and also the effects of supervised pretrial intervention and other conditions of pretrial release is a body of literature that is still developing. Of this developing literature, what do we know?

Research that relates to pretrial risk assessment focuses on identifying factors that are predictive of pretrial misconduct including failure to appear in court (FTA), re-arrest, and/or danger to the community. Pretrial risk assessment instruments that have been developed and tested in different jurisdictions across the country at various times since the early 1960s have considered a variety of predictive factors of FTA and re-arrest. These have included items related to community and family ties, employment, prior criminal record, education level, specific crimes for which a person is charged, and substance abuse. All of these studies looked at risk assessment instruments whose structure was based upon the model developed by the Vera Institute in 1961—a point scale that assigns certain points (positive or negative) to factors believed (either

17 Throughout this document, research that examines risk factors for defendants at federal, state and local levels is cited. While there are many similarities among defendants at these different jurisdictional levels, there are also differences that may limit the transferability of findings between federal and state/local defendants. Research suggests, for example, that federal pretrial defendants are almost entirely felony defendants (see VanNostrand, M. and G. Keebler [2009] Pretrial Risk Assessment in the Federal Court. Federal Probation. Volume 72, Number 2. “Defendants’ primary charge was a felony 92 percent of the time, a misdemeanor 7 percent, and an infraction 1 percent. There were few fluctuations in the percent of charge offense level across the years.”), while local pretrial defendants are more commonly misdemeanants [e.g., 65 percent misdemeanants in Allegheny, PA (2008); 47 percent misdemeanants or infractions in New York City, NY (2003); 66 percent misdemeanants in Hennepin, MN (2006); 42 percent misdemeanants in Multnomah, OR (2010); and 66 percent misdemeanants in VA (2003)]. These types of population differences influence our expectations with respect to defendant risk and pretrial programming effectiveness (e.g., sending a court reminder to savvy federal defendants may not be as effective as sending a court reminder to a first-time state or local defendant). It is important for readers to be aware of the differences in these defendant populations and the associated limits in generalizing from one group to the other.
18 Consider for example, Austin and Murray, 2009; Cuvelier and Potts, 1993; Dickinson, 1994; Eskridge, 1981; Goodman, 1992; Henry, Clark, Austin and Naro, 1999; Latessa, Smith, Lemke, Makarios and Lowencamp, 2009; Podkophacz, 2006; VanNostrand, 2003; Siddiqi, 2006; VanNostrand and Keebler, 2009; VanNostrand and Rose, 2009. For complete review of these studies, see Pretrial Justice Institute (2010) Overview of Pretrial Risk Assessment Validation Study Findings.
intuitively or based on research findings) to be related to risks of pretrial misconduct. The factors included and the weights assigned have varied, but the basic structure has remained the same.

There are commonalities among these study findings. For example, defendants with prior histories of FTA and prior convictions are more likely to fail to appear for their current case and be rearrested. The studies, however, vary on the specifics of these variables. For example, some studies show that any prior FTA raises the risk of failure to appear in the current case, while others show that risk is not raised until a defendant reaches at least two prior FTAs. Likewise, some studies show that having any prior convictions raises risk, but in others only a certain number of convictions or convictions for certain types of offenses are relevant.
The following table summarizes the six most common validated pretrial risk factors identified in studies published during the last decade:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validated Risk Factors</th>
<th>Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior FTA</td>
<td>Virginia, 2 or more (VanNostrand, 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York City (Siddiqi, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harris County, TX (Austin and Murray, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hennepin County, MN (Podkopacz, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allegheny County, PA, 2 or more (Pretrial Justice Institute, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio (Lowenkamp, Lemke and Latesasa, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal System (VanNostrand and Keebler, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior convictions</td>
<td>Virginia, 1 or more (VanNostrand, 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York City, Prior misdemeanor convictions (Siddiqi, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harris County, TX (Austin and Murray, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hennepin County, MN, Having a higher number (Podkopacz, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Allegheny County, PA, 2 or more (Pretrial Justice Institute, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio, 3 or more prior jail incarcerations (Lowenkamp, Lemke and Latesasa, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal System (VanNostrand and Keebler, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present charge a felony</td>
<td>Virginia (VanNostrand, 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal System (VanNostrand and Keebler, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being unemployed</td>
<td>Virginia (VanNostrand, 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York City (Siddiqi, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harris County, TX (Austin and Murray, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hennepin County, MN (Podkopacz, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio (Lowenkamp, Lemke and Latesasa, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal System (VanNostrand and Keebler, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of drug abuse</td>
<td>Virginia (VanNostrand, 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal System (VanNostrand and Keebler, 2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ohio (Lowenkamp, Lemke and Latesasa, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a pending case</td>
<td>Virginia (VanNostrand, 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York City (Siddiqi, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal System (VanNostrand and Keebler, 2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A study by VanNostrand and Keebler (2009) demonstrates some of the nuances associated with pretrial risk factors and prediction of pretrial failure. VanNostrand and Keebler (2009) studied all persons charged with criminal offenses in the federal courts between October 1, 2001 and September 30, 2007, and who were processed by the federal pretrial services system. These researchers developed a risk classification scheme based on nine statistically predictive factors, six of which are included in the above table, to scale the risk persons arrested for federal criminal offenses pose if released pending trial. The classification scheme included five levels of risk of pretrial failure (e.g., failure to appear and danger to the community), with one being lowest risk and five being highest risk. After having applied the risk classification scheme to the study population of defendants, results indicated that as defendant risk increased, the likelihood of pretrial detention increased, and when defendants were released, the likelihood of pretrial failure increased as the level of pretrial risk increased. What this study also found was that three quarters of the defendants were ordered to alternatives to detention programming, and of these defendants released to this type of programming, the moderate to high risk defendants (i.e., risk levels 3 through 5) were less likely to experience pretrial failure when compared to defendants released without a condition that included an alternative to detention. What is most interesting, however, is that when lower risk defendants (i.e., risk levels 1 and 2) were released to conditions that included alternatives to detention, they were more likely to result in pretrial failure. These defendants were, in effect, over-supervised given their risk level.

This study of the federal system underscores the importance of doing risk assessment correctly, so that defendants can be accurately classified and appropriate alternatives to detention are assigned to defendants based on their predicted level of risk of pretrial failure. This distinction becomes abundantly important in the context of limited resources and wanting to optimize the success of those defendants who are released pretrial.

The research literature related to the effects of supervised pretrial intervention and other conditions of pretrial release is, as stated before, still developing. Most recently, Levin (2007) analyzed the impact of variation in availability and type of pretrial release conditions, pretrial release sanctions and pretrial screening in 27 of the cumulative 65 counties in the 1990-2004 State Court Processing Statistics (SCPS) data, using also the 1999 BJA-Pretrial Services Resources Center’s Pretrial Release Programming at the Start of the 21st Century Survey. The findings from this study suggest that: 1) a pretrial program’s use of quantitative or mixed quantitative-qualitative risk assessments lowers a defendant’s likelihood of pretrial misconduct; 2) a pretrial program’s ability to impose sanctions and reports to courts is associated with less pretrial misconduct; 3) the more ways a pretrial program has to follow-up an FTA, the lower the likelihood of a defendant’s pretrial misconduct; 4) a pretrial program’s use of targeted mental health screening lowers a defendant’s likelihood of pretrial misconduct; and 5) a pretrial program’s ability to supervise mentally ill defendants lowers the likelihood of a defendant’s re-arrest.22 While a

21 Three other factors—number of prior misdemeanor arrests, number of prior felony arrests, and defendant’s residency status—were also included.
22 Levin, D. (2007) Examining the Efficacy of Pretrial Release Conditions, Sanctions and Screening with the State Court Process-
A handful of notable studies have been conducted on pretrial risk assessment and conditions of pretrial release, this area of research is still generally in its infancy. What the research has provided, however, is a reasonable profile of pretrial defendants and pretrial practice.

A Profile of Defendants and Scan of Current Pretrial Practice

What does the defendant pretrial population look like? We know from national data sources that the local jail population continues to increase, and that in 2009, 62 percent of all jail inmates were awaiting court action or had not been convicted of their current charge, up from 56 percent in 2000. The data suggest that jails have increasingly become pretrial detention facilities. The overwhelming majority of jail inmates are adult males; more than 6 in 10 persons in local jails are racial or ethnic minorities; and the majority of inmates are being held for property, drug and public order offenses. Only 25 percent of inmates are being held for violent offenses.

Analysis of State Court Processing Statistics data between 1990 and 2004 provide a general description of characteristics of defendants who are being released and detained pretrial. Results indicate that 62 percent of felony defendants in state courts in the 75 largest counties were released prior to the disposition of their case. Beginning in 1998, financial pretrial releases, requiring the posting of money bond, were more prevalent than non-financial releases (36 percent compared to 28 percent). The analysis found that defendants were less likely to be released if they had a prior arrest or conviction, an active criminal justice status at the time of arrest (such as those on probation or parole), or a history of missed court appearances.

---

23 See also (1) Goldkamp, J.S. and M.D. White (2006) Restoring Accountability in Pretrial Release: The Philadelphia Pretrial Release Supervision Experiments. Journal of Experimental Criminology, Vol. 2: 143-181. This research used linked randomized experiments to study supervision within the context of pretrial release decision-making reform in Philadelphia, PA. Separate experiments examined the impact of levels of supervision on different types of defendants, the impact of notification alone, and the impact of delayed enforcement and defendant retrieval. Findings suggested that facilitative notification strategies have little influence on defendant behavior and that deterrent aims are undermined by the system’s failure to deliver consequences for defendant noncompliance during pretrial release. (2) Austin, J., B. Krisberg, and P. Litsky (1985) The Effectiveness of Supervised Pretrial Release. Crime and Delinquency, 31 (4): 519-537. In this study, an experimental design with random assignment was used in three cities (Miami, Milwaukee, and Portland) to test whether defendants denied initial pretrial release could later be screened and released under close supervision without adversely affecting arrest and failure to appear rates. The results were generally positive with approximately 90 percent of the defendants not being arrested or becoming fugitive.


27 This increase in the use of financial releases was mostly the result of a decrease in the use of release on recognizance (ROR), coupled with an increase in the use of commercial surety bonds.
It is estimated that about 200 to 300 pretrial programs provide services to defendants across fewer than 1,000 of the 3,000 U.S. counties. Though there may be some core pretrial services beyond these programs, there is no information at the national level about the availability or lack of core pretrial services (i.e., interviewing and investigating defendants, assessing risks of pretrial misconduct, providing supervision of pretrial release conditions set by the court) in more than 2,000 counties in this country.\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{28} Pretrial Justice Institute (August 11, 2009) \textit{2009 Survey of Pretrial Services Programs}.
CRITICAL ISSUES RELATED TO PRETRIAL RELEASE, DETENTION, AND RISK ASSESSMENT

There are a number of critical issues related to pretrial release and detention that inform our discussion of pretrial risk assessment. Each of these issues must be taken into account as the field continues to grapple with how best to advance pretrial practice and policy.

First, the presumption of innocence provides the rationale for pretrial release with the least restrictive conditions. The challenge is balancing the presumption of innocence and individual liberty of defendants with community safety, the protection of witnesses and victims, and ensuring the defendant’s return to court.

Second, danger concerns at the bail stage are considered legally acceptable, and the laws in many, but not all U.S. jurisdictions, refer to both the appearance and community-protection aims of pretrial release decisions, as well as the aim of judicial process integrity.29 The continued challenge for pretrial justice, therefore, is the development of valid assessments of defendant risk and potential dangerousness so as to more confidently guarantee the values of community safety and protection of witnesses and victims.

Third, differentiating the two standard pretrial justice outcome measures—appearance rate and pretrial good conduct (no re-arrest while on pretrial)—is theoretically important; understanding the differentiated risks a specific defendant poses empowers the court to have differentiated pretrial responses and conditions. This suggests, however, that researchers and practitioners must agree on their definitions of risk and how specific they want to be in their predictions.30 Are they concerned with risk of failure to appear generally or risk of failure to appear in more serious cases? Should the assessment focus on the risk of the defendant committing another crime pretrial or the risk of the defendant committing specific crimes pretrial (e.g., violent offenses)? Given the constitutional aims of the pretrial release decision, is the field also interested in predicting whether witnesses and victims will be protected?

Results from analysis of State Court Processing Statistics data from 1990 to 200431 indicate that one-third (33 percent) of released defendants were charged with committing one or more types of misconduct within one year of being released but prior to the disposition of their case. Overall misconduct rates varied only slightly from 1990 through 2004, ranging from a high of 35 percent to a low of 31 percent. Bench warrants for failure to appear in court were issued for 23 percent of released defen-

30 The concept of risk in pretrial research could be better defined. Risk assessment research traditionally focuses on pretrial misconduct including FTA, rearrest, and/or danger to the community. Researchers are encouraged to refine these concepts beyond dichotomous measures (e.g., appeared/did not appear; rearrested/not rearrested), and continue to gauge the likely specific types of misconduct and specific types of threats pretrial defendants may pose.
32 Types of pretrial misconduct include failure to appear, rearrest, felony rearrest, and fugitive after 1 year.
dants, and 8 percent remained fugitives after one year. An estimated 17 percent were arrested for a new offense, including 11 percent for a felony.

Rates of pretrial misconduct among pretrial defendants are generally low and reasonably consistent through the years (see following table). Thus, what is being predicted is considered a “statistically rare event” and can be difficult to measure given the low occurrences that exist. Risk assessment and prediction are important, however, to minimize the number of low-risk defendants who are unfairly detained and maximize the number of high-risk defendants who are not released prematurely.

---

33 Gottfredson and Gottfredson (1980) in reviewing the literature concluded: “The results of these studies cast serious doubt on current abilities to predict with great accuracy the statistically rare events of failure to appear at trial and pretrial crime.” (Gottfredson, M.R., and D.M. Gottfredson (1980). Decision Making in Criminal Justice: Toward the Rational Exercise of Discretion. Cambridge, MA: Ballinger Publishing Co.). Statistically, prediction of pretrial misconduct is more challenging. “On statistical grounds, with such a small number of failures, it is extremely difficult to find predictors that can discriminate adequately between successes and failures. As has been discussed repeatedly in the literature, the unfortunate consequence of predictions resulting from low failure rates is the extremely high number of false positives - cases in which the prediction is made that the individual will fail when in fact he will succeed (Gottfreson, M.R. and D.M. Gottfreson (1988) Decision Making in Criminal Justice: Toward the Rational Exercise of Discretion, 2nd Edition. New York, NY: Plenum Press).”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Study</th>
<th>Total Sample Size</th>
<th>Number and Percent of Pretrial Defendants Classified “High Risk”</th>
<th>Number and Percent of High Risk Defendants with FTA</th>
<th>Number and Percent of High Risk Defendants with Re-arrest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VanNostrand and Keebler (2009) 34</td>
<td>172,515 (Federal sample)</td>
<td>16,070 (9.3%) (Risk Level 5 on a scale of 1 to 5)</td>
<td>901 (5.7%)</td>
<td>1,576 (9.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddiqi (2006) 35</td>
<td>25,402 (New York sample)</td>
<td>8,416 (33%) (3 Risk Categories: low, moderate and high)</td>
<td>2,056 or 2,339 depending on risk classification scheme</td>
<td>2,218 or 2,426 (24-26%) depending on risk classification scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VanNostrand (2003) 36</td>
<td>1,971 (Virginia sample)</td>
<td>295 (15%) (Risk Level 5 on a scale of 1 to 5)</td>
<td>47 (16%)</td>
<td>109 (37%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HOW RISKY IS HIGH-RISK?**

The field of criminal justice is unarguably concerned about how best to manage defendants who are released pretrial—especially defendants who are classified as “high risk.” There are the issues of minimizing failure to appear and re-arrest and maximizing victim and community safety. Government officials struggle with balancing actual risks and perceived risks that affect voters since so much of politics is perception. But are these concerns justified to the extent that the field should be investing significant resources and effecting substantial changes to pretrial policy and practice as it relates to high-risk defendants? Just how risky are defendants who are identified as “high risk”? How great or small are the probabilities of failure for high-risk defendants?

---

Current data are limited, but two recently published studies at the federal level suggest that the defendants we are calling “high risk” are not high risk. In a study of federal criminal case processing between 2003 and 2004 (N=30,952), 80 percent of defendants released prior to trial completed their periods of release without violating the conditions of their release. Only 20 percent of defendants released violated the conditions of their release, and only 8 percent of defendants had their release revoked. Results indicated that it was defendants charged with weapon or drug offenses who were more likely to commit at least one violation of their conditions of release (34 percent and 29 percent, respectively).37

More recently, VanNostrand and Keebler (2009), in a study of all criminal defendants who were processed by federal Pretrial Services between October 1, 2001 and September 30, 2007 (N=565,178), found that the average pretrial failure rate for all released defendants was only 7 percent. Nine statistically significant and policy relevant predictors of pretrial failure and related output were used to create a pretrial risk classification scheme to scale the risk persons arrested for federal criminal offenses pose if released pending trial. Results indicated that the average pretrial failure rate for defendants released pending trial ranged by risk level from 2.3 percent (lowest risk level) to 15.5 percent (highest risk level).38

These results encourage the field to refine its thinking about what level of risk it is willing to tolerate and what constitutes a “high risk” defendant.39 Unfortunately, “when failure occurs and elected officials see a series of ugly headlines describing tragic fatalities of whatever sort, the spectacle of disaster can convolute the normal assessment of risk. Extreme measures are embraced. The upshot is that government—especially these days, when disasters are drilled into our conscience by a relentless news cycle—often stumbles in risk management situations. And the automatic response to stumbling—as even the most coordinated people know—is always the same: The body reacts without the brain, trying to keep itself from falling. In these instances we’re beyond all possibility of subtlety, compromise or rational assessment. It’s all gut reaction, and almost always all or nothing. Governments thrown into such circumstances end up acting like an old light switch: It’s either on or off.”40 The criminal justice system could reduce pretrial

37 Defendants charged with weapon, violent, or drug offenses were more likely to have their release revoked (16 percent for weapon offenses and 11 percent each for violent or drug offenses) than were other defendants. Compendium of Federal Justice Statistics, 2004 (December, 2006) Bureau of Justice Statistics. Office of Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Justice.


39 It is important for the field to also acknowledge that while defendants who have substantially different failure rates may be classified as “high risk,” this classification may be as much a result of the way outcomes are defined (e.g., new arrest) as it is true variation in the outcomes. See Lack of Standardized Definitions and Consequent Variations on the Dependent Variable section later in this document.

defendants’ risk of FTA or re-arrest by detaining all pretrial defendants, but measures this drastic compromise the integrity of the judicial process and would be economically devastating. Rather, it is imperative that the field continue to experiment with risk management processes for a population of defendants whose pretrial failure is more of a “rare” event than it currently concedes.

The Pretrial Release Decision: How is it Really Made and Why Does it Matter?

What really goes into the pretrial release decision that is being made? The 2009 Survey of Pretrial Services Programs found that the majority of pretrial programs (64 percent) use a combination of objective and subjective criteria in risk assessment, and 12 percent of pretrial programs rely exclusively on subjective criteria (e.g., gut feeling, professional experience, etc.). Only 24 percent of programs rely only on objective criteria in making their risk assessments. Recent research also indicates that judges are still dependent on the use of bond schedules in making pretrial release decisions. Anecdotally, it appears that a fear of letting out the “wrong” defendant is a reality that also influences decision-making.

Research also shows that pretrial release decisions made by judicial officers are based on the direct influence of other professionals who are involved in this stage of defendant processing. For example, research that explored the Release and Bail Decisions in New York City found that the prosecutor’s bail request was found to have the strongest influence on both the ROR (release on own recognizance) decision and the amount of bail set at arraignment. The findings of this study did not contradict previous findings that charge severity strongly affects release and bail decisions, but rather, the findings contributed to a more nuanced understanding of this relationship by showing that a large part of the effect is indirect, coming through the prosecutor’s bail request.

Why does it matter that the criminal justice field understand how pretrial release decisions are really made? In addition to wanting to philosophically ensure integrity in the pretrial release decision process, research suggests that there are also practical consequences for the jail population (e.g., jail crowding) based on whether decisions are made subjectively or objectively.

41 Pretrial Justice Institute (August 11, 2009) 2009 Survey of Pretrial Services Programs.
42 In its 2009 survey of 112 of the nation’s 150 most populous counties across the United States, Pretrial Justice Institute found that 64 percent stated that a bail schedule is used in their jurisdiction, and of those counties that use a bail schedule, 51 percent report using the schedule before and at the initial appearance. (Pretrial Justice Institute (2010) Pretrial Justice in America: A Survey of County Pretrial Release Policies, Practices and Outcomes.)
44 A study by Clark and Henry (2003) suggests that programs that assess risks of pretrial misconduct in an exclusively subjective manner are more than twice as likely to have a jail population that exceeds its capacity than those programs that assess risk exclusively through an objective risk assessment instrument (56 percent compared with 27 percent). In addition, 47 percent of programs that add subjective input to an objective instrument are in jurisdictions with overcrowded jails. [Clark, J. and D.A. Henry (July, 2003) Pretrial Services Programming at the Start of the 21st Century. A Survey of Pretrial Services Programs. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Assistance.]
Pretrial Risk Assessment: At Present

In response to concerns that pretrial release and detention decisions are predominantly subjective in nature, and in light of the strong recommendations made by the ABA standards, many agencies have adopted or developed a structured objective classification process that helps determine an individual defendant’s level of risk to the community and the likelihood of failing to appear for court appearances. These risk assessments can ultimately be used to inform the “in or out” decision, and help the judge or prosecutor decide the extent to which they are willing to take a risk with a given defendant.

The field has made significant progress in the 50 years since Vera’s Manhattan Bail Project, but results would also suggest that there is room for improvement.

THE VERA POINT SCALE

The first pretrial risk assessment instrument can be traced back to 1961, when an experiment was launched in New York City to test the hypothesis that defendants could be categorized by the degree of risk they posed to fail to appear in court, and that such categorizations could be used in recommending pretrial release. Under a program run by the Vera Institute of Justice, a “point scale” was developed that used strength of family and community ties as the criteria for identifying defendants who were good risks of appearing in court. Evaluations of that point scale showed that the use of such objective criteria could be effective in classifying risks of FTA.

“The Vera Institute model of bail reform, well described elsewhere (Ares et al., 1963; Freed and Wald, 1964; Thomas, 1976; Goldkamp, 1979), basically sought to influence judges to make greater use of nonfinancial alternatives (personal recognizance release) by providing better and different information than previously made available to judges at the first appearance stage. The underlying theory of the Vera-type reform, borrowing from Beeley’s work of the late 1920s, was to rate defendants based on their “community ties” (employment, residence in the community) through a “point-scale” and to recommend nonfinancial release to the presiding judge based on defendants ratings. (Defendants with sufficient community ties were deemed releasable without cash bail being set—the modern version of Beeley’s “dependable” defendants.) The Vera point-scale, which was widely adopted as the reform was emulated across the nation, packaged as the new and better information scheme relating to defendants’ likely appearance in court, and was promoted as “objective”; it had the aura of being empirically based (though in fact it was not) and seemed to be based on some implicit theory about establishing a defendant’s standing in the “community” as major determinant of risk (emphasis added).”

Now, almost 50 years since the creation of the Vera Point Scale, it is important for the criminal justice field to question the utility of continuing to validate a scale for specific jurisdictions that is not empirically based. It is now time for the field to recognize the enormous contributions of the Vera Point Scale, while also dispelling the myth that this scale is the state of the art with respect to risk assessment instrument development.

Survey results indicate that objective pretrial risk assessment instruments are increasingly being used by jurisdictions across the country. The field, however, must understand how these instruments are being developed and whether they are being validated46 for the specific jurisdiction that is using it. The Pretrial Justice Institute survey found that of those pretrial programs that do risk assessment, 42 percent report having developed their risk assessment procedures based on research done in their own jurisdictions on the factors that are related to pretrial misconduct, and about one third adapted their risk assessments from other jurisdictions.47 With respect to validation, survey results indicate that 48 percent of pretrial programs have never validated their instruments, a statistic that has remained unchanged from 2001 to 2009. One concern, however, is that there is no standard method being used for the “validation of a risk assessment instrument.”

Anecdotally, we know that many jurisdictions are using post-adjudication risk assessment tools in pre-trial settings, which are inappropriate at this stage of the legal process.48 Factors that are often considered relevant for post-conviction offenders, such as those related solely to recidivism or criminogenic needs, which do not demonstrate a relationship to predicting pretrial risk (e.g., court appearance or danger to the community) should not be included in pretrial risk assessment instruments.49

While a handful of communities across the United States have validated pretrial risk assessment instruments for their specific jurisdiction, Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky created and validated a risk assessment instrument for use by pretrial services agencies across the entire state.50 The Virginia Pretrial Risk Assessment Instrument (VPRAI) was developed, implemented, and re-validated in 2009 for use by all Virginia pretrial services agencies. The Commonwealth of Kentucky is the nation’s only state-wide pretrial, paid for by the state and made available to counties, and thus the full commonwealth uses the instrument validated in 2010. The Ohio instrument was developed in 2009 and is optional for counties, some of who

46 Risk assessments can be validated — normed or proven reliable— for different types of populations.
48 The Pretrial Justice Institute has received many inquiries from jurisdictions that ask about the applicability of using the LSI-R (Level of Service Inventory-Revised) in their pretrial setting. The LSI-R™ assessment is a quantitative survey of offender attributes and offender situations relevant for making decisions about levels of supervision and treatment. LSI–R scores are proven to help predict parole outcome, success in correctional halfway houses, institutional misconduct, and recidivism.
already have their own validated instruments. In early 2011, Florida began an effort with six potentially representative counties to create a validated risk assessment instrument to be made available to all Florida counties. These efforts open up the discussion about whether validation of pretrial risk assessment instruments can be effective for different population levels—local, state, and nationwide.

**RISK ASSESSMENT VERSUS RISK MANAGEMENT**

Possibly the greatest emerging issue in the field of criminal justice is how to safely manage probationers, parolees, and pretrial defendants in the community, and manage them in ways that they have not been managed before. Pretrial risk assessment is the determination of a quantitative or qualitative value of risk related to a pretrial defendant and his or her specific circumstances, and the first step in the risk management process. Risk management means balancing the constitutional rights of the defendant with the risk the defendant poses using effective supervision and strategic interventions. What is lacking is strong empirical evidence related to the risk management piece of the process—matching different categories of risk with appropriate varied conditions of release. Simply stated, the one-size fits all strategy of risk management does not work. The field must also be open to the possibility that defendants do not need as much supervision and as many conditions of release as we seem to think they need. Not everyone needs all resources, and a reallocation of existing resources may be all that is needed. The field also needs to consider the extent to which over-supervising defendants could have negative consequences for them and the community. Moving forward, researchers are encouraged to engage in controlled experimental studies and demonstration projects where incremental knowledge is gained about types of supervision or what strategic interventions are most effective based on defendant risk level, and incremental adjustments and improvements in risk management are made.51 This type of knowledge building will enable the criminal justice system to release more defendants into the community, while managing them safely.

---

51 As criminal justice researchers embark on new research, they are encouraged to borrow knowledge and strategies from other fields of study. For example, they might build into future pretrial demonstration projects what sociologists have learned about diffusion of an innovation, in this case new pretrial practices, and what must happen in order for people to shift from doing things one way to doing things a different way. Diffusion of an innovation occurs through a five-step process: knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and confirmation. See Rogers, E.M (1962) Diffusion of Innovation. Glencoe: Free Press.
CHALLENGES TO IMPLEMENTING EVIDENCE-BASED RISK ASSESSMENT AND THREATS TO RELIABLE ADMINISTRATION

There are a number of system-based challenges to effectively implementing evidence-based risk assessment procedures during the pretrial phase of the justice process, specifically time constraints related to defendant processing and the practicality of the risk assessment instrument, bail schedules, and the local capacity of jurisdictions. Concurrently, there are a number of threats to reliable administration of these instruments, including most notably subjective discretion, court culture, and judicial behavior.

Time Constraints and the Practicality of the Risk Assessment Instrument

Pretrial risk assessment instruments are developed to synthesize relevant data collected during the interview and background checks, to provide a prediction of defendant pretrial misconduct. It is not a prediction for the specific defendant; it is a statistical probability of failure for defendants with that specific score.

While theoretically straightforward, the context in which this must happen makes implementation challenging. The pretrial phase of the system involves a high volume of cases, few staff dedicated to pretrial processing, and a limited time frame in which to collect and analyze information. The pretrial release decision stage has the highest volume of cases in the judicial process. In order for the pretrial services program to be able to provide information and options to the judicial officers making the pretrial release decision, it is important that the risk assessment be conducted before the initial court appearance; in many jurisdictions, they are not. Couple this with the few minutes judges have for each bail hearing, and one can appreciate the difficulty in trying to scientifically predict human behavior in such a short period of time.

Money Bail Schedules

Money bail schedules are instruments that fix a specific bail amount to a specific charge. For example, in Los Angeles County, first-degree robbery carries a bail of $100,000. Usually, these jurisdiction-specific schedules have been created and authorized by judicial officers. They are designed to afford persons arrested without a warrant their constitutional right to have bail set during the period between a person’s arrest and his or her initial appearance before a judicial officer for the pretrial release hearing. If the defendant is able to post the scheduled amount of money, he or she can be released from the police lock up or jail before seeing a judicial officer.


53 Findings from the Pretrial Justice Institute’s 2009 Survey of Pretrial Services Programs suggest that for the years 1989, 2001 and 2009, between 25 and 31 percent of pretrial programs conducted their investigations after the defendant’s first appearance in court.

54 Superior Court of California, County of Los Angeles (2010) Felony Bail Schedule.
When used for this purpose, there is no discretion by the arresting agency or the jail to set or accept a bail of a different amount other than that which is set forth in the bail schedule. The charge itself is the only information known about the defendant that is used at this point. Other information that pretrial release statutes specify must be considered in the pretrial process, such as residence status, ties to the community, length of time in the area, employment, prior criminal history, and prior record of appearance in court, is often not available at this point in the process. What is controversial, however, is that many jurisdictions also use bail schedules to guide the judiciary in setting bail even after more information is known about the defendant. Ignoring relevant and critical information about the defendant when it is available and relying solely on the bail schedule is using it for that which it was not intended.\(^{55}\)

Bail schedules, in design and in execution, are incompatible with individualized pretrial release decisions as directed in the ABA standards and many states’ statutes. According to the standards, “[f] inancial conditions should be the result of an individualized decision taking into account the special circumstances of each defendant, the defendant’s ability to meet the financial conditions and the defendant’s flight risk, and should never be set by reference to a predetermined schedule of amounts fixed according to the nature of the charge.”\(^{56}\) In explaining this position, the ABA “flatly rejects the practice of setting bail amounts according to a fixed schedule based on charge. Bail schedules are arbitrary and inflexible: they exclude consideration of factors other than the charge that may be far more relevant to the likelihood that the defendant will appear for court dates. The practice of using bail schedules leads inevitably to the detention of some persons who would be good risks but are simply too poor to post the amount of bail required by the bail schedule. They also enable the unsupervised release of more affluent defendants who may present real risks of flight or dangerousness, who may be able to post the required amount easily and for whom the posting of bail may be simply a cost of doing “business as usual.”\(^{57}\) In its 2009 survey of 112 counties across the United States, the Pretrial Justice Institute found that 64 percent of the counties stated that a bail schedule is used in their jurisdiction, and of those counties that use a bail schedule, 51 percent report using the schedule both before and at the initial appearance.\(^{58}\)

Given the common use of bail schedules in U.S. jurisdictions for pretrial release and detention decision making, advocates of evidence-based pretrial risk assessment question how these two divergent practices—bail schedules and evidence-based risk assessment—can coexist in the pretrial justice sys-

\(^{55}\) See, for example, Thomas, W.H. (1976) *Bail Reform in America*. Berkley, CA: University of California Press. As Thomas wrote: “The use of a bail schedule prior to court appearance must be distinguished sharply from the use of a bail schedule after the defendant is already in court and before the judge. As long as the defendant has not yet appeared, the schedule helps by making it possible to know immediately what bail is required and to secure release if he can afford the cost. Once the defendant appears in court, there is much less justification for determining the bail amount solely by the offense charged. The defendant is present, and the court can make an individual determination. Hence, the in-court application of pre-set schedules has been criticized as highly inconsistent with the best judicial practice” (p. 212).

\(^{56}\) ABA Pretrial Release Standard 10-5.3 (e).

\(^{57}\) Commentary to ABA Standard 10-5.3(e).

It is easy to appreciate the simplicity and consistency of a bail schedule and how it makes doing business quicker for those making pretrial release and detention decisions. Dockets can be managed expeditiously; same rules are applied consistently across defendants, limiting the liability of the court should a released defendant reoffend; and for the many defendants who cannot post bail, incarceration guarantees their appearance in court, no negative headlines, and time served. This rationale is what evidence-based risk assessment must overcome in order to become a normative process in the pretrial justice system.

“If we know the defendant is going to get out ultimately, or we have a high probability that the defendant is going to end up with time served, why don’t we start thinking about having punishment after the fact rather than before—get out of Alice in Wonderland and start thinking in terms of a real and fair criminal justice process.” —Barry Mahoney (June 7, 2010) Meeting on Pretrial Risk Assessment: State of the Science and Practice. Washington, DC: Pretrial Justice Institute and Bureau of Justice Assistance.

Local Capacity

Survey data show that currently only 41 percent of jurisdictions are using risk assessment instruments that have been validated within the past five years, and that one-third of pretrial programs are using risk assessment tools that were not developed specifically for their jurisdiction. Research also suggests that subjective discretion on the part of those involved in the release decisions of defendants is still a normative process and a large percentage of pretrial programs report overriding the risk assessment results. Why is there resistance and reluctance to use these tools and to use them appropriately? Why is there not greater demand for the application of science to this part of the judicial process?

Researchers and practitioners alike must acknowledge and understand the capacities of local jurisdictions in order to make substantial operational changes to the pretrial process. What are appropriate expectations of jurisdictions with respect to institutionalizing risk assessment instruments, especially those without formal pretrial services programs? There needs to be honest discussion about how realistic it is to expect every community in the United States to validate its own jurisdiction-specific risk assessment instrument. When we talk of local capacity, how do issues related to pretrial justice processes translate to rural courts, especially since most risk assessment instruments have been developed and validated in urban areas?

To build local capacity, expect local preparedness, and whet the local appetite for evidence-based pretrial risk assessment, the local community and everyone who is part of the pretrial process needs to be engaged in its reformation. Building local capacity for pretrial justice including risk assessment and


60 A more detailed discussion of this occurs in the next section of this document.
pretrial services would involve human resource development, organizational development, and institutional and legal framework development. Resources at all levels need to be mobilized.

**Subjective Risk Assessment**

Research shows that subjective risk assessment aided by objective actuarial instruments produces better outcomes than subjective judgment alone. And yet, subjective assessment is still the normative procedure in the majority of jurisdictions. The percentage of pretrial programs that rely exclusively on subjective criteria has decreased from 34 percent in 2001 to 12 percent in 2009. The percentage of pretrial programs that use a combination of objective and subjective criteria in risk assessment has increased from 42 percent in 2001 to 64 percent in 2009.

**Court Culture and Judicial Behavior**

In the 1970s, researchers coined the term “local legal culture” in their efforts to understand court management, court reform in general, and expedition and timeliness in particular. This concept of local legal culture was raised as an explanation for why some courts perform differently than others. Court culture, specifically, is defined as the expectations and beliefs judges and court administrators have about the way work gets done, and this too varies considerably both within and between judicial institutions.

Anecdotally, we know that court culture, or the expectations and beliefs of judges and court administrators, affects the pretrial justice process and how defendant release and detention decisions are made. There are many agendas under which officers of the court operate and these agendas can influence their release and detention decisions. For example, are judges most concerned with whether a defendant will reappear for their next scheduled day in court, or is the judge basing his decision on what he believes will ultimately be the outcome or disposition of the case? Some scholars argue that the pretrial process itself is essentially implemented in a purposeful way that inconveniences the defendant enough such that the defendant has paid something for this judicial process, and can poten-

---

61 The process of equipping individuals with the understanding, skills and access to information, knowledge and training that enables them to perform effectively.

62 The elaboration of management structures, processes and procedures, not only within organizations but also the management of relationships between the different organizations and sectors (public, private and community).

63 Making legal and regulatory changes to enable organizations, institutions and agencies at all levels and in all sectors to enhance their capacities. (Urban Capacity Building Network, Global Development Research Center. http://www.gdrc.org/uem/capacity-define.html).


67 Ibid.
tially learn his lesson. It would be no small feat for validated pretrial risk assessment instruments to break through and become court culture.

"Improvement in pretrial release and detention practices is in large part the responsibility of the judiciary. Chronic problems with pretrial release and detention in the United States will never effectively be addressed without judicial leadership and accountability in the pretrial release function."

68 "In the lower courts, it is the cost of being caught up in the criminal justice system itself that is often most bothersome to defendants accused of petty offenses, and it is this cost which shapes their subsequent course of action once they are entrapped by the system….In essence, the process is the punishment. The time, effort, money, and opportunities lost as a direct result of being caught up in the system can quickly come to outweigh the penalty that issues from adjudication and sentence. Furthermore, pretrial costs do not distinguish between innocent and guilty; they are borne by all, by those whose cases are nulled or dismissed as well as by those who are pronounced guilty (pp.30-31)." Feeley, M.M. (1979) *The Process is the Punishment: Handling Cases in a Lower Criminal Court*. NY: Russell Sage Foundation.

METHODOLOGICAL CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH PREDICTION OF RISK

Data Quality Limitations
As must be managed in any type of research, there are a number of limitations with data that define the pretrial justice phase of the criminal justice system. In many jurisdictions, the data are poor at best—unreliably collected and internally inconsistent. Pretrial programs tend to have underdeveloped information systems and limited financial resources. For many jurisdictions, the data exist and are accessible, but cleaning the data and preparing them for any useful analysis is time and cost consuming. There are also challenges inherent in merging disparate databases within a single jurisdiction to have all the appropriate data elements needed for analyses.

At the national level, the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) has supported the State Court Processing Statistics (SCPS) project for 22 years—a statistical series describing the characteristics of felony defendants and the processing of their cases by state courts. These data have routinely been used in pretrial justice research over the years. In March 2010, however, BJS issued a data advisory outlining the limitations in the use and capabilities of these data—that the data are insufficient to explain causal associations between patterns reported, such as the efficacy of one form of pretrial release over another; that evaluative statements about the effectiveness of a particular program in preventing pretrial misconduct may be misleading; and that SCPS data, as currently collected, cannot be used to evaluate which factors state and local officials consider when developing and implementing pretrial release policies.

When one considers the challenges with local data collection, coupled with the absence of credible national level data, it becomes abundantly clear that researchers must think creatively about how best to answer the questions that will advance the science used to effectuate pretrial justice, and pretrial risk assessment specifically, using existing data sources and at the same time, generating new ones.

Lack of Standardized Definitions and Consequent Variations on the Dependent Variable
Traditionally in pretrial justice research, the outcomes on which researchers have focused are failure to appear in court and re-arrest during their period of pretrial release. These outcome measures are often dichotomous measures (the outcome occurred or it did not). Variations of these dependent variables however, might include time to failure measures that explore how long it takes for a defendant on pretrial release to reoffend, or more parsed out measures of re-arrest that are crime-specific, for example. The field may also need to look beyond court appearance and re-arrest. For example, we may find that over-supervising defendants has negative consequences and relying on these two outcome measures alone may not capture the full picture.

71 Visit www.pretrial.org to access any number of reports that use the SCPS data.
73 Failure to appear and re-arrest outcomes are often dichotomous measures (the outcome occurred or it did not). Variations of these dependent variables however, might include time to failure measures that explore how long it takes for a defendant on pretrial release to reoffend, or more parsed out measures of re-arrest that are crime-specific, for example. The field may also need to look beyond court appearance and re-arrest. For example, we may find that over-supervising defendants has negative consequences and relying on these two outcome measures alone may not capture the full picture.
logical when one considers the primary aims of pretrial justice that include assuring court appearance of the defendant and protecting the community. Consistent as these dependent variables may seem, however, there are variations across jurisdictions in how these variables are defined and which data are gathered. Consequently, we are not all predicting the same things.

For example, recent survey data\textsuperscript{74} suggest that pretrial programs vary in the populations for which they calculate FTA rates. Most (79 percent) programs only calculate FTA rates for those defendants under the supervision of the program. The percentage of pretrial programs that calculate FTA rates for all defendants, regardless of release type, was 10 percent. Anecdotally, we also know that programs vary in how lenient they are in managing a defendant’s failure to appear, which affects the data collected. In some jurisdictions, if the defendant fails to appear for court, he is immediately assigned a FTA status. In other jurisdictions, if the defendant fails to appear, the family is called, the defendant is given another chance, and the defendant’s case is only considered a FTA if a warrant is ultimately issued.\textsuperscript{75}

Outcome measures also vary as a result of how FTA is calculated. There are two main measures used to calculate FTA rates. One is appearance, or event-based; for this measure, the number of court appearances scheduled is compared with the number of appearances made. The other measure is defendant-based, based simply on whether or not a defendant had one or more FTAs in the life of the case.\textsuperscript{76} Survey results indicate that there has been a shift in the way pretrial programs measure defendants’ FTA. In 2001, about 62 percent of programs used a defendant-based measure and 32 percent used an event-based measure. In 2009, the percent using a defendant-based measure fell to 45 percent, while the percent using an event-based methodology increased to 56 percent.\textsuperscript{77} These variations obviously affect comparisons between and among jurisdictions, but also complicate any comparisons of pretrial statistics from one year to another.

Pretrial arrest can look very different in different jurisdictions as well. In its 2009 Survey of Pretrial Programs, the Pretrial Justice Institute found that only 37 percent of pretrial programs calculate re-arrest rates. Of those programs that do calculate re-arrest rates of released defendants, about 87 percent only calculate re-arrest rates for those defendants under the supervision of the program. Other jurisdictions calculate re-arrest rates for defendants interviewed by the program and placed on non-financial release, or all those interviewed by the program regardless of release type. Across jurisdictions, there is any number of variations in how re-arrest is defined (e.g., whether traffic or misdemeanor offenses are included; whether the accused crime allegedly occurred while the person was on pretrial release; whether any re-arrest is included or only those that resulted in bail revocation.)

\textsuperscript{74} Pretrial Justice Institute (August 11, 2009) 2009 Survey of Pretrial Services Programs.

\textsuperscript{75} When defendants fail to appear in court, 69 percent of counties report that staff of a pretrial services program or similar entity make an effort to contact the defendant and urge them to return to court voluntarily (Pretrial Justice Institute (2010) Pretrial Justice in America).

\textsuperscript{76} The event-based calculation is a more accurate measure of the impact of FTA on the court, and thus may be a more useful measure from the court’s perspective. Pretrial Justice Institute (August 11, 2009) 2009 Survey of Pretrial Services Programs.

\textsuperscript{77} Pretrial Justice Institute (August 11, 2009) 2009 Survey of Pretrial Services Programs.
When researchers begin to compare one jurisdiction’s pretrial practices and outcomes with another, it does not take long to realize that they are not always comparing apples with apples and oranges with oranges—definitions and the data that are collected are not standardized.

**Sampling: Low Base Rates and Points of Comparison**

With any statistical analysis, researchers must make decisions about their population of interest, and the population against which they will make a comparison. They must further consider at what jurisdictional level their samples will be pulled (e.g., federal, state, local). Each of these decisions is made based upon the research questions being asked and these decisions affect the samples that are used in the research design.

In pretrial research, the population of interest is defendants who have been arrested and are awaiting trial. This population, however, is parsed out in any number of ways when processing of defendants occurs and as a result, researchers struggle methodologically with managing low base rates. Samples can include those defendants who have never been detained, those who have never been released, those who have been detained at arraignment and subsequently released prior to disposition, or those released at arraignment and subsequently detained prior to disposition. Further specifications could be made with each of those categories, depending on the research questions being asked.

While these categories of pretrial defendants accurately reflect reality, in the context of adequate sample sizes for research, it is here the challenge emerges. How many people are needed in the above population samples to make the research statistically relevant? With low base rates of released pretrial defendants in many jurisdictions, researchers struggle to obtain adequate sample sizes. In addition, differing base rates of pretrial defendant categories (e.g. those detained vs. those released) between and among jurisdictions makes jurisdiction-level comparisons more challenging. Similar low base rate issues arise depending on which dependent variable(s) are being studied. When trying to predict, for example, re-arrest of released pretrial defendants for serious offenses, the samples will reflect the fact that there are relatively very few and that more defendants are being rearrested for misdemeanor and lesser severity charges.

---

78 In 2004, there was a large range of pretrial release rates within individual counties, from 90 percent in Fairfax County, Virginia to 31 percent in Los Angeles County, California. Non-financial release rates ranged from 57 percent in King County, New York to less than one percent in Harris County, Texas. The percent released on money bail spanned a range from 64 percent in Broward County, Florida to 12 percent in Maricopa County, Arizona. Pretrial Justice Institute (2010) *Pretrial Justice in America: A Survey of County Pretrial Release Policies, Practices, and Outcomes*.

79 The reality is that low-risk defendants are typically released, high-risk defendants are typically detained without bail, and there is a large group of defendants—low risk, low offense, low release— who remain incarcerated. When we look at failure rates of released defendants and they are low, this is primarily a function of the types of defendants that were released (i.e., low risk). In testing risk assessment instruments, we are usually studying whatever sample of defendants has been released. Our population of study is typically the lowest risk group.

Researchers must also consider what the relevant and appropriate points of comparison are to their pretrial defendant population of interest. As noted above the pretrial population is parsed out in any number of ways when processing of defendants occurs. The point in the process at which the research sample is selected affects the sample against which comparisons are made and the generalizability of the study findings. Researchers are encouraged to consider whether given the presumption of innocence for the pretrial population, there should be a different definition for the base rate. Should the field compare the risk of pretrial defendants committing new crimes while on release with the risk of arrest within the general population?\(^81\) Also, it seems that researchers may want, for example, to compare all defendants in the system, not just the ones who are released with the ones who are not released, not just the ones who are released and re-offend, and those who are released and do not offend.

**The Short Time Frame That is Pretrial**

There are serious data limitations in studying the pretrial phase of the justice process in that pretrial provides such a short period of time during which one is trying to predict behavior. The pretrial time span offers far less opportunity for intervention both in dosage and duration than post-conviction,\(^82\) and far less opportunity to observe changes in behavior. Average length of stay data, while varied, all reflect limited periods of time. For example, a study in 2007 by the North Carolina Governor’s Crime Commission and Justice Analysis Center collected data on 10 pretrial services programs operating in the state (either county or privately-run by a nonprofit agency). The average length of stay on pretrial release was found to be 118 days.\(^83\) Northwest Piedmont in Winston Salem, NC reports a typical range of the length of stay to be 3 to 6 months for defendants charged with misdemeanor offenses and 6 to 9 months for defendants charged with felony offenses.\(^84\) And the Corrections Center of Northwest Ohio reports a pretrial average length of stay of only 10 days.\(^85\) This relatively short period of time translates to a low base rate of observed behavior, which makes research all the more challenging. Researchers need to continue to develop and implement innovative research designs that can realistically accommodate this very limited pretrial period of time.

---

\(^{81}\) See Blumstein, A. and K. Nakamura (June, 2009) Redemption in an Era of Widespread Criminal Background Checks. US Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, National Institute of Justice, for an example of a study that compared the population of interest, in this case 88,000 individuals who were arrested in New York City, with two general populations: people in the general population who were the same age, and people of the same age who had never been arrested.


\(^{84}\) http://www.nwpcog.org/criminaljustice/web.cfm?CID=15

\(^{85}\) http://www.ccnoregionaljail.org/Statistics.htm
WHERE DO WE GO NEXT? RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

Overcoming Data and Methodological Limitations

As researchers continue to advance the science of pretrial risk assessment and what constitutes an effective pretrial justice system, they must be creative in how they will overcome data and methodological limitations associated with research at this stage of the justice process. Unfortunately, good pretrial justice research is limited by the available jurisdictional and national level data, which are often poor at best. Researchers are encouraged to work with jurisdictions to collect necessary data for research and practice, and refine ongoing data management systems.

Researchers are also encouraged to apply varied modeling strategies that have not been commonly used in this field of study. For example, given the low rates of re-offending of released pretrial defendants, rare event models may prove to be useful. So that we might overcome selection bias and compare all people in the system, including those released and those not released, researchers might consider selection bias correction modeling. Certainly, expounding on the independent variables and considering risk suppression in risk prediction models may help refine our understanding of risk and make our risk assessment instruments all the more accurate. Knowing that risk assessment looks at individuals and individuals act in a context, researchers need to account for context measures, and these measures also require sophisticated modeling techniques.

Despite time constraints and selection bias.....we have some science that says we can predict.” —Ed Latessa

High Priority Research Activities

In addition to creative methodologies, researchers are encouraged to consider any number of high priority research activities that have been identified by leaders in the field as next steps to advancing the science and practice of pretrial justice.

Where does the field of criminal justice go in knowledge building? There is no question that high priority research activities are needed. Overwhelmingly, there seems to be a want for more qualitative studies in the area of pretrial justice and pretrial risk assessment, specifically. Using focus groups, narratives, and other qualitative study techniques, what can the field learn from failure? For example, if researchers were to talk with the last 50 defendants who “failed” by either not showing up to court, or by being rearrested, what would they learn? Why did defendants miss their court date? Was the information provided to them about when they were supposed to appear clear? Did the services provided to them as part of pretrial supervision (i.e., drug treatment) have any effect on reducing their drug use? What do they think the system could have done to give them a better chance of succeeding on pretrial release? What data were available when the judge made the decision about their release? Qualitative data that reflect the defendants’ perspectives on pretrial interventions generally would be very valuable,
especially as it relates to improving case outcomes. These types of studies are low cost and can yield big results.

A significant wave of research on pretrial intervention strategies must also be initiated. The criminal justice field knows very little about pretrial interventions and their effects for different categories of defendants, and it has yet to develop an empirically tested repertoire of conditions that are aligned with the types of risks posed by different defendants. For example, a field demonstration that evaluates supervised release is needed. The field has also seen risk assessment processes established but later ignored, which suggests that jurisdictions lack confidence in the existing processes and tools, and that research and development are necessary in order to establish credibility in the field. A substantial investment is necessary. The processes (not just the instrument), where discretion can play in appropriately, must be documented.

In addition to research that looks specifically at existing pretrial processes, researchers are encouraged to explore variations in the processing of pretrial defendants. For example, to what extent would a quick triage process that includes early differentiation of cases work? After rapidly identifying those defendants who should be released quickly without bail, the court could then spend some additional time with the moderate risk group of defendants, possibly using a different type of instrument, and proposing different types of supervision. Further triage of this moderate risk group would allow a more in-depth assessment of those with whom the court is most concerned. Process related questions should be explored such as whether it would be beneficial to have increased defense counsel involvement at this stage of the pretrial process so that additional data might be gathered that would be useful in making risk assessments.

With ethical advisory committees in place to guarantee the integrity of the research process, researchers are encouraged to use experimentation and random assignment to develop category by category incremental knowledge about risk assessment and risk management. Research might identify sites that are motivated but that are not using any risk assessment at all. Through experimentation and random assignment, the study design might consider how implementation of pretrial processes affects the system—what difference does using a risk assessment instrument really make?

Prior research suggests there are wide variations in pretrial processes across jurisdictions. A basic multi-jurisdictional study will provide some sense of the overall dimensions of the problem and will generate interest among practitioners and policy makers. For example, using a purposive sample of 12 jurisdictions—some with high and some with low release rates, some with high and some with low pretrial crime rates with risk assessment instruments in place—what percent of low risk defendants remain in jail for different periods of time? Who are they, why are they there, how long did they stay? For those who are released, what do we see with respect to FTA and pretrial arrest? What explains the differences between jurisdictions with high and low release rates? We can look at what actually happened to those who had time served and probation to see what happened at the front end of the system. The research could consider supervision practices; judicial attitudes; and degrees of training for people making the assessments and decisions, including prosecutors, judicial officers, and defense lawyers.
Some researchers caution that there is danger in seeking absolute truths and being too esoteric. The pretrial release period is a relatively short period of time (90-120 days) and there needs to be reasonable expectations about what changes, if any, are expected of defendants during such a short period of time. While almost all offenders have a declining rate of offending (e.g., maturation, regression to the mean, intervention effects, natural fall off), this is not expected during the short pretrial period. Pretrial is not in the business of getting people to change significantly. It is better to use existing resources that are designated for research, for studies that help refine processes that are designed to keep the right people in, the right people out, get defendants to court, and keep the public safe during this short time frame. Researchers must simultaneously acknowledge that empirically grounded risk assessment processes, which are designed to help keep the right people in and the right people out, will always generate large margins of error (in the direction of over-detaining). The field must continue to grapple with the real problems of misclassification and over-classification in risk assessment.


SUPPRESSION EFFECTS

The field of pretrial supervision has moved in the direction of using evidence-based practices, as seen primarily in its efforts to construct, validate and use risk assessment instruments. The suggestion has been made, however, that the credibility of these instruments is severely undermined by the failure to adequately account for risk suppression in the failure to appear and pretrial misconduct data. In light of this empirical position, the risk we observe in pretrial defendants is despite the best efforts of the criminal justice system to suppress or mitigate it. Therefore, it is not the individual risk a person brings, but rather an unknown mixture of the risk a person brings and what the criminal justice system has done to suppress or minimize that risk, or in some cases, enhance it. Suppression is anything that is done to mitigate the innate risk that is posed (e.g., finding a job, intense supervision, incarceration). What we observe in a pretrial defendant is suppressed risk and what we hope to measure with our current risk assessment instruments is latent, or unsuppressed risk.

In pretrial populations, risk prediction is confounded by the fact that the sample may be contaminated with some combination of complete or partial suppression. Without accounting for complete suppression, characterized as

87 See Bhati (2010) for a more detailed discussion of risk suppression in the context of pretrial risk assessment.
those defendants who are never released while waiting for their case disposition, the population on which we would
be validating our risk assessment instruments would be biased. Without accounting for partial suppression, char-
acterized as those defendants for whom different mechanisms (formal or informal) designed to manage risk are
assigned (i.e. conditions of release), validated risk assessment instruments would be missing significant variations
on an independent variable. Suppression effects are possibly changing the probability of the outcome in risk assess-
ment models.

Why is the field doing risk assessment in the first place? Risk assessment is being done so that defendants will be
placed correctly. If defendants are placed correctly, the idea is that risk is mitigated. It is possible, however, that
the relationship between observed risk and the factors used for prediction is contaminated. If conceived of in this
way, one can appreciate how risk suppression is one possible factor that may help explain jurisdictional differ-
ences. In the context of suppression effects, one can also appreciate how knowledge building as it relates to risk
factors needs to be an iterative process. For example, a study of a high-risk group of pretrial defendants, where
each is randomly assigned to a specific pretrial intervention for 6 months, allows us to measure whether there
was an effect as a result of the intervention and what that effect was. If there was an effect, this then is incorpo-
rated in the next model that is tested. As the field continues to advance the science of pretrial justice, carefully
executed experimental designs that incorporate suppression effects should be used in further developing and
testing conditions of pretrial release.

Open Dialogue: Eliciting Data and Experiential Knowledge from All Participants in the
Pretrial Process

There are a number of conversations with participants in the pretrial process that are needed in order to
garner more qualitative data and enhance pretrial policies and practice. Judges, defendants, research-
ers, prosecutors, legislators, and county commissioners for example, all have experiential knowledge
and data that will help inform pretrial reform efforts. Answers to many questions raised below are need-
ed to accelerate refinements to the pretrial process.

It is imperative that researchers speak with judges about how and why they make the pretrial release
and detention decisions that they do. What are they most interested in predicting?88 The psychology of
pretrial decision-making is an area of study that needs to be explored to advance bail reform and estab-
lish a more enlightened pretrial process.

88 Is it possible, for example, that judges are less concerned with failure to appear and re-arrest, and more concerned with
the defendant’s degree of dangerousness? Current risk assessment instruments, however, cannot tell specifically which de-
fendants are going to go out and hurt another person.
It would be helpful to speak with defendants who failed to appear for court hearings or were rearrested following pretrial release to understand what factors they believe affected their choices. When defendants fail to attend court or commit new crimes, why do they say they failed? It would also be helpful to understand whether money bond and other bail conditions matter to defendants and whether they feel they influence the choices they make during the pretrial period. To what extent do defendants value the social services aspect that some pretrial agencies have adopted as they have expanded their role beyond monitoring conditions purely to assure return to court and avoiding rearrest? These qualitative data would be very useful in refining conditions of release.

Guidance is needed by professionally trained researchers, both from within the field of criminal justice and from other disciplines, about the research that is needed to advance the science of pretrial risk assessment, and how the complexities of research designs should be optimally managed.

Prosecutors have a significant role to play with respect to diversion recommendations, and pretrial release and bail recommendations. Prosecutors need to be at the table to explain what factors influence their recommendations and talk through guidelines such as the American Bar Association Standards on Pretrial Release, pretrial risk assessment research, and risk management best practices.

Strategies should be developed to bring judges, and legislators and county commissioners together to discuss the values and structures of an effective pretrial system. The people who are responsible for the practice and influence the policies that define the process and structure of the system must be mobilized to establish new and enhance existing pretrial services programs. Conversations about tax dollars, cost incentives, budget implications, and the bottom line would provide an important and varied perspective as to why pretrial programs are beneficial to jurisdictions nationwide. Finally, lobbying of legislators to introduce bills that prohibit money-based release or detention decisions, abolish commercial surety like Kentucky, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Oregon have already done, call for objective pretrial risk assessment, and allow for preventive detention after due process, is critical to the long-term welfare of pretrial defendants.

**A Universal Risk Assessment Instrument: Fact or Fiction?**

While some jurisdictions report using pretrial risk assessment instruments, very few are using risk assessment instruments that have been validated for their specific jurisdiction. This reality is due in part to the high costs associated with the development and implementation of a standardized tool, which few criminal justice agencies can afford. Also cost prohibitive is the idea of going into every jurisdiction

---

89 Survey results suggest that only 10 percent of pretrial programs refrain from making any risk assessment. Of those agencies that report assessing risk, 24 percent use only objective criteria in risk assessment and 64 percent use a combination of objective and subjective criteria. With respect to validation, survey results indicate that 48 percent of pretrial programs have never validated their instruments, a statistic that has remained unchanged from 2001 to 2009. Pretrial Justice Institute (2009) 2009 Survey of Pretrial Services Programs.

to do validated risk assessment. The current state of practice with respect to pretrial risk assessment instruments begs the question: can a universal risk assessment instrument be developed that can be used by jurisdictions nationwide? There are arguments on both sides.

The most significant criticism of a universal risk assessment instrument is that it is not locally validated or normed for specific jurisdictions. Most predictions of crime are different in different places for different reasons, whether they be variations in local culture, local crime, or information systems, for example. A good instrument must be both reliable and valid, and validity comes when the instrument is normed to a specific population. “Specifically, it should be shown that the instrument can successfully predict the outcomes of interest for the population being served.” How generalizable would a universal instrument be across jurisdictions? There is the legitimate concern that judicial officers would not be receptive to a universal tool, quick to provide reasons why it would not work in their jurisdiction or with their population. Should researchers do a content analysis of all research that has been done before in the area of pretrial risk assessment and offer the field a set of universal risk criteria based on those results?

Alternately, a universal risk assessment instrument would provide jurisdictions with the much-needed tool that most do not have the capacity themselves to develop. There are not enough researchers in the field and it is far too expensive to have each county develop its own jurisdiction-specific evidence-based validated risk assessment instrument. The risk taken in not developing a universal instrument is that pretrial services programs will continue to assess risks without one. Is it better to use nothing, or a universal tool that has not been locally validated? Is it detrimental to use a non-validated risk assessment for specific pretrial populations?

So can one size fit all? The potential validity of a universal risk assessment instrument is an idea that cannot be ignored. The success of the Virginia Pretrial Risk Assessment instrument, the more recent Ohio instrument, and the instrument being used in all 92 federal districts raises the stakes for this examination. There are different paths to getting there, but in the end, providing the field with a national standard for pretrial risk assessment could help advance the science and practice of pretrial release and detention. Needed potentially is an uncomplicated template that includes six to nine universal elements that are predictive of FTA, re-arrest, and other outcome measures of interest, with prescribed decision or cut points for the decision maker. This template

---

91 The approximate costs for a site to validate its risk assessment instrument can range from $20,000 to $75,000. The low-end estimate of $20,000 reflects the cost of analyzing existing data and writing a report only. These costs increase if the site works with the researcher/consultant to do collaboration building, make policy changes, train staff, put in place quality control mechanisms to ensure the risk assessment outcomes are being used to drive the bail decision, and re-validate the instrument after it has been in place for about one year. These costs are prohibitive for TA providers who rely on government funding for such efforts, and for counties themselves, many of which do not have resources of this magnitude for this type of reform work.


could be pilot tested in each jurisdiction, and be accompanied by a training and technical assistance package in an effort to improve its reliability and potentially norm it to the local jurisdiction. Development of a template that includes standard items that are easily adaptable by individual communities would be beneficial.

As the field continues to develop pretrial risk assessment instruments, it should be guided by interventions and practices that are consistent with the legal and constitutional rights afforded accused persons awaiting trial, and empirically-based methods found to be effective in reducing unnecessary detention while assuring court appearance and the safety of the community during the pretrial stage. According to VanNostrand (2007)94, there are guiding practices for pretrial risk assessment development that include:

1. The pretrial risk assessment instrument should be proven through research to predict risk of failure to appear and danger to the community pending trial.
2. The instrument should equitably classify defendants regardless of their race, ethnicity, gender, or financial status.
3. Factors utilized in the instrument should be consistent with applicable state statutes.
4. Factors utilized in the instrument should be limited to those that are related either to risk of failure to appear or danger to the community pending trial.

At a minimum, universal efforts need to break down the complexities of the process into manageable steps for jurisdictions. Focusing on a universal pretrial process, with the risk assessment instrument being one part of the larger process that needs to be better defined, may allow for variability around the country. The ABA standards are an excellent starting point from which to launch any universal pretrial process. As the field continues to explore how best to roll out a universal pretrial process informed by the ABA standards, it is useful to think about how the federal government might contribute to this process. For example, in an effort to help jurisdictions with proper data collection and systems, and risk assessment, the federal government could create standardized pretrial software for localities to use. It could also conduct a data collection effort that standardizes the definition of failure to appear and rearrest. The ideal application then would have the risk assessment instrument tied to the data collection tool package,95 so that every jurisdiction is collecting the necessary data and producing the needed reports. Jurisdictions could also better accommodate definitional problems in doing it this way, and comparisons across like jurisdictions could begin to be made.

In the end, and at whatever jurisdictional level is most appropriate (local, state, universal), the field needs to provide judicial officers with tools, processes, and resources that answer two questions: (1) Which pretrial defendants should stay in the facility and which should be released to the community? (2) And if released into the community, what strategies, techniques and conditions should be put in place to mitigate individual risk?


95 This is the case in Washington, DC, where Pretrial Services staff, enter diagnostic interview data and the computer generates the risk assessment score automatically.
Training and Technical Assistance Are Mandatory
Sustained pretrial-specific training and technical assistance will help communities understand the process of pretrial and help build their local capacity to support effective pretrial systems. Comprehensive training and technical assistance must occur both at the site and remotely. It must occur at multiple levels including the judiciary, law enforcement, and larger community.

Judges and all those involved in this phase of the pretrial process must be educated on the standards put forth by the ABA on what a rational pretrial justice system looks like. These standards are the blueprint for jurisdictions to build enlightened pretrial justice processes.

Training related to risk assessment instruments specifically must happen both for those officers of the court who administer the instrument as well as for stakeholders of the process including the judges, prosecutors, and public defenders. A comprehensive training process will increase the confidence judges and prosecutors have in their reliance on evidence-based risk assessments in making pretrial release decisions. Training must be provided so that persons using the risk assessment instruments are consistent in their application. To improve the reliability of risk assessment instruments, following their training, officers of the court should go through a certification process in using the instrument. Follow-up training and quality assurance are critical.

Effective pretrial programs require access to reliable data that can inform appropriate release and detention decisions, which is no small feat for jurisdictions across the country. Technical assistance provisions must include skilled computer programmers who can mine and extract the data that already exist within jurisdictions, build needed databases, and generate reports using data from a variety of different platforms. Technical assistance providers must work with judges, commissioners, prosecutors, and public defenders, among others, to see who within the pretrial system has the data and the analytic capability on which to build a more refined system.

The Need for Accountability and Transparency
As the field moves toward a more evolved pretrial justice system, one that reflects the standards put forth by the ABA, there needs to be increased accountability for and transparency of the pretrial release or detention decision. The preventive detention law in Washington, DC, for example, calls for a due process hearing to effectuate pretrial detention. This allows all the facts supporting detention to be entered into the official records, and provides the defendant an opportunity to be represented by counsel.96

96 In the early 1970s, the District of Columbia became the first jurisdiction to experiment with preventive detention for defendants other than murder defendants. Under D.C. Code 1973, 23-1322, a defendant charged with a dangerous or violent crime could be held before trial without bail for up to 60 days. The defendant was entitled to a hearing at which the pros-
Establishing a transparent system that reports on bail decisions and their outcomes can ensure that bail laws are being upheld. Pretrial risk assessment, an objective risk-based score, can be an integral part of a transparent system.

The Perfect Storm

When many variables come together to create a larger effect of great magnitude, when it is statistically unlikely that it would ever happen, we have a perfect storm. After 50 years of slow and steady development of the pretrial system, it has indeed started to storm. Practitioners are increasingly calling for evidence-based practices in an effort to facilitate greater efficiency and effectiveness with the defendants they process and serve. Researchers are also thinking more imaginatively about how to study the sophisticated issue of pretrial justice that brings with it complex methodological challenges. Increasingly more state and local decision-makers and stakeholders are asking for less costly and more effective practices and programs than have been tolerated in the past. The time has come to demystify the process of pretrial risk assessment and move the field away from arbitrary and capricious decision-making, without overpromising that any tool can predict a single person’s behavior with 100 percent accuracy. Massive efforts are needed to help judicial officers and other pretrial practitioners understand what risk assessment is, how it can be appropriately validated, how it can be tailored to specific communities, and how it can benefit those managing the court docket and defendants it assesses.

The federal government has also recognized more recently the importance of the pretrial stage of criminal justice processing and has already appropriated federal dollars to two major initiatives of which pretrial is one small part (see Textbox). To accelerate this momentum, the federal government is encouraged to also mount a significant pretrial justice grant program or initiative that would stimulate national discussion and infuse the topic of pretrial justice with legitimacy. This is so important to localities, and their ability to develop new and enhance existing pretrial processes. The federal government is a change agent, as we have seen in the past. For example, beginning in the 1970s in the United States, prison classification systems began to experiment with using objective criteria. The California Department of Corrections and the Federal Bureau of Prisons developed the first objective classification systems.97 In less than 10 years, prisons all around the country adopted objective prison classification systems and adapted them to their specific prison. This is a good example of how a federal agency fixed a problem in a relatively short period of time.

Similarly, in the 1980s, the federal government got behind piloting supervised release and significantly informed policy and practice. At the federal level, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 created

corrector was required to present evidence of a substantial probability that the defendant committed the alleged offense. The defendant was allowed to present evidence, cross-examine witnesses, and appeal an adverse ruling. This detention scheme was upheld by the District of Columbia Court of Appeals in United States v. Edwards, 430 A.2d 1321, (1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 1022 (1982). (http://law.jrank.org/pages/9370/Preventive-Detention.html#ixzz0wAhmByqL)

the U.S. Sentencing Commission. Offenders sentenced to federal prison were no longer eligible for parole release and instead were now required to serve a defined term of "supervised release" following release from prison. The evolution of drug courts happened in much the same way. The federal government can enact changes in criminal justice policy and practice with great efficiency and effectiveness.

FEDERAL INITIATIVES

Justice Reinvestment at the Local Level

In the fall of 2008, the Bureau of Justice Assistance funded the Urban Institute Justice Policy Center to begin work on moving the concept of justice reinvestment from the state level down to the county level. Justice reinvestment employs data and collaborative decision-making to help jurisdictions lower crime, reduce local criminal justice spending, and control correctional populations. The goal is to reduce county costs for corrections and reinvest the resources in high-stakes communities to yield a more cost-beneficial impact on public safety and community well being. The three counties selected to pilot-test this work (Alachua County, FL; Travis County, TX; and Allegheny County, PA) all have a dedicated pretrial services agency and the Pretrial Justice Institute is a member of the Advisory Committee for the project. In the fall of 2010, the Bureau of Justice Assistance funded a follow-on project, working to take this concept to scale.

PJI will continue to serve as an advisor. More information can be found at http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/BJA/topics/justice_reinvestment.html.

Evidence-Based Decision Making

In the summer of 2008, the National Institute of Corrections funded the Center for Effective Public Policy, the Pretrial Justice Institute, the Justice Management Institute, and The Carey Group for the first phase of a three-phase initia-
tive to address “Evidence-Based Decision Making in Local Criminal Justice Systems.” This initiative is grounded in the accumulated knowledge of two decades of research on the factors that contribute to criminal re-offending, and the processes and methods the justice system can employ to interrupt the cycle of re-offense. The initiative seeks to equip criminal justice policymakers and practitioners in local communities with the information, processes, and tools that will result in measurable reduction of pretrial misconduct and post-conviction re-offending. Phase I resulted in “The Framework,” a document that outlines core principles of this work, the decision points within the criminal justice system that are the focus of this initiative, and a summary of the “evidence”—research supporting best practices at each of the decision points. Phase II, which began in the summer of 2010 and is co-funded by the Office of Justice Programs’ Bureau of Justice Assistance, embarks on an experiment of “The Framework.” Phase II will test the capacity of seven competitively selected sites from across the country to develop, with the support of technical assistance, collaboratively developed action plans to implement evidence-based policy and practice at the system, agency and case levels. Phase III, due to begin in the summer of 2011, will allow two competitively selected of the seven sites for assisted implementation of the action plans. In the pre-adjudication portion of this work, pretrial risk assessment and management plays a major role in the potential to improve system outcomes overall. For more information, please visit http://www.cepp.com/EBDM.OneLess/.
CONCLUSION

The pretrial justice stage of criminal processing has many challenges as it continues to mature and be relevant. It has, however, significant strengths on which to grow. It has a blueprint for development in the guidelines set forth by the ABA. It has a foundation of knowledge, informed by research, from which the science can continue to develop. It has a number of jurisdictions around the country that have efficient and effective pretrial systems in place, after which other jurisdictions can model their systems. In the end, the goals of the pretrial period are simple and important:

- To improve adherence to constitutional, statutory, and case law.
- To increase the number of individuals objectively and thoroughly assessed, and then:
  - For low-risk defendants to be released on their own recognizance.
  - For moderate-risk defendants to be released with non-financial conditions of release appropriately managed in the community by trained and resourced supervision staff.
  - For defendants objectively assessed such that no condition or combination of conditions will protect public safety and assure appearance in court to be detained after a due process hearing.
- To reduce unnecessary pretrial detention while maintaining public safety and the integrity of the judicial process.
- To save jurisdictions money through more effective utilization of jail beds.

To achieve these goals, the pretrial field requires and deserves policy decisions that are informed by research, tools that will assist judicial officers in making release and detention decisions that benefit defendants and the community at large, and support by the federal government to promulgate the standards and evidence-based practice of pretrial justice.

(Footnotes)
